User Guide for Lunaxia Patio String Light Lanterns
This guide is for the Patio String Lights available at: https:/Iwww.amazon.com/dp/BOOMLSZUOU/
The brightest set of Lunaxia Indoor and Outdoor Patio String Lanterns you have ever owned has
arrived! Lunaxia Patio String Lanterns are 16 feet long and have 24 3 inch nylon lanterns. These long
and flickering LED chinese lanterns allow you to easily connect multiple sets together, and come with a
remote control with timer and flash settings!

Assembly:
Please note: Assembly of the lantern can be done as described below without the light cord attached to
the expander; or with the light cord attached to the expander. It's really a matter of personal preference.
1.
2.

3.

Making sure not to puncture the lantern, carefully expand the lantern (A) as shown in figure 1
Insert the Expander (B) into paper lantern by carefully sliding it through the larger lantern hole with
eyelets. Be sure the expander is centred, and continue to insert it until it reaches the bottom of the
lantern and is fully seated at the bottom hole of the lantern as shown in figure 2 and 3.
Carefully insert the top of each expander (eyelet locks) into the eyelets located on the larger hole of
the lantern top (A) by bending the Expander (B) or pulling each eyelet up and over the eyelet locks.

Attaching the light cord:
Assemble lantern as directed above. Once the lantern is assembled, press the light cord just above the
bulb into the cord guide with bulb point into the lantern (figure 4).
If your Lunaxia 24 String Lantern Lights do not turn on initially please try the following Troubleshooting
techniques:
1. Check your light string connection to the wall plug in. The wall plug in will have a little white tab as well
as prong holes. Match the light string cord up with the prong holes and be sure the inner tab also
matches the slot on the inside of the light string cord secure the connection with the screw cap located at
the end of the Lunaxia light string.

2. Once you have confirmed the wall plug is connected correctly please test your lights. If they do not
respond to the remote they may need to be calibrated. To do this simply take your remote control and
control box located on the lights string have the remote pointed directly at the control box and press the
button marked "Press" while at the same time holding down the On button located on the remote.

To reduce packaging and our carbon footprint, your lanterns are shipped unassembled, but don't worry,
assembly is fast and easy! Just follow the instructions above and if you have any trouble whatsoever, feel
free to contact us at: customersupport@fruxhomeandyard.com where we will be able to answer any
of your questions.

